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Abstract— Up converter has been designed in 0.18µm 
technology at 2.4GHz Frequency. I am trying to design up 
converter with 22nm technology. The problems related to 
Up converter is often difficult to solve, and may allow 
different solutions, so the choice is not always simple for 
those engineers and professionals who are not trained in 
Analog VLSI. The optimal solution of Problem of Power 
dissipation is usually a mix of solutions for a specific 
situation. In such a situation, it is necessary to identify that 
problem and propose different solutions. Initially the thesis 
gives a basic idea of up converter and also about CMOS. 
Later on it tries to simulate the basic gates. And a detailed 
insight is provided with the help of a simulation using 
Tspice Simulator. Power Dissipation in 0.18µm Technology 
using current mirror gilbert mixer is 4.5 mW and in 0.25µm 
Technology using current mirror gilbert mixer is 3.5mW and 
Power Dissipation in 0.18µm Technology is 8.1mW using 
Gilbert mixer. Now I am trying to design mixer with low 
power dissipation with 22nm technology which is recent 
technology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Due to rapid growth of RF communication systems, low 
cost, Low power wireless transceivers are demanded. For it 
we have to design some that kind of thing from where can 
get maximum output and lowest price. In wireless 
communication there is RF (Radio Frequency) which is to as 
per the provider or instruments. So we have to design up 
converter and for making high frequency and low frequency 
respectively. For Up converting the frequency we have to 
multiplying two signals IF (Intermediate Frequency) and LO 
(Local oscillator).IF signal is our original signal and LO 
signal is our Carrier signal. The multiplying of two signals is 
done by the mixer.  

 
Fig. 1: Up converter [14] 

The up conversion mixer is used to convert the Intermediate 
Frequency (IF) signal to Radio Frequency (RF) bands. 
Converter makes the IF to RF and if we want to make high 
frequency than use up converter and if we want to make low 
frequency than use down converter. Fig 1 shows that it’s an 
Up converter form. In up converter in the Front end side IF 
Filter needed because it filters the frequency. Then Mixer 

which multiplies two different frequencies IF and LO. At 
other end Image Rejection filter needed because which is 
rejects the Image frequency which generates there. At last 
Power Amplifier which is amplifies the frequency and that 
send it to the Antenna. Up converter basically used at the 
transmitter side. 

II. N-MOS BEHAVIOUR 
My Dissertation work is based on Gilbert Mixer and it uses 
all the MOSFET are of the n-type. So need to know that 
how NMOS behaving. 

 
Fig. 2: NMOS structure[10] 

Modes of the Operation of the MOSFET is depends on the 
Vg, Vd and Vs. Where Vg is Gate Voltage, Vd is drain 
Voltage and Vs is Source Voltage. Voltage difference 
between Gate Voltage and source voltage is Vgs, Voltage 
difference between gate and drain is Vgd and Voltage 
difference between drain and source is Vds  and it’s also 
difference between Vgs  and  Vgd. Figure 2 shows Schematic 
of the voltage of all nodes and difference of voltage between 
nodes. 

Vgs = Vg -Vs 
Vgd = Vg –Vd 

Vds = Vd -Vs = Vgs –Vgd 
NMOS or any MOSFET operates in the Three Different 
Regions: 

Cut-off Region 
Linear Region 
Saturated Region 

Positive Voltage on Gate node is responsible for the 
Electrical field across substrate and attracts electrons and 
repels holes. With sufficient voltage, region under Gate 
changes from p- to n-Type conducting path between the 
Source and Drain Inversion layer is field-induced junction, 
unlike a PN junction which is metallurgical Horizontal 
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component of electric field associated with Vds > 0 is 
responsible for sweeping electrons from channel to drain. 
NMOS behaviour is dependent on various parameters is 
described as below. 

A. Threshold voltage 

The gate voltage at which conduction takes place is the 
Threshold Voltage (Vt). Current flow occurs when the drain 
to source voltage Vds > 0, and consists almost entirely of 
majority-carriers (electrons), that flow through the channel. 

It takes place when applied voltage is greater than 
the gate voltage and also drain source voltage is greater than 
0(Vgs > Vt and Vds > 0). No significant current through the 
substrate because of reverse biased PN junction with the 
channel As the voltage from drain to source is increased, the 
resistive drop along the channel begins to change the shape 
of the channel characteristic At source end of the channel, 
the full gate voltage is effective in inverting the channel at 
drain end of the channel, only the difference between the 
gate and the drain voltage is effective. 

If Vds > Vgs - Vt, then Vgd < Vt, and the channel is 
“pinched down" (the inversion layer no longer reaches the 
drain) In this case, conduction is brought about by the drift 
mechanism of electrons under the influence of positive drain 
voltage; as the negative electrons leave the channel, they are 
accelerated towards the drain Voltage across the pinch down 
channel tends to remain fixed at (Vgs - Vt), and the channel 
current remains constant with increasing Vds.  
Vt Threshold Voltage is depends on such a factors as follow: 

1. Gate material 
2. Gate insulation material 
3. Gate insulator thickness 
4. Channel doping 
5. Impurities at Si –SiO2interface 
6. Vsb–voltage from source to substrate 
7.|Vt| ∞ 1/T 

Threshold Voltage(Vt ) can be changed by the 
Values on which it  depends if we are changing the value 
of all that parameters than change value of threshold 
value and factors are as follow: 

 Changing substrate doping NA 
 Changing Cox(use a different insulator) (usual 

method) 
 Changing surface state charge Qfc(usual method) 
 Changing T(temperature) 
 Often use a layer of Silicon nitride Si3N4Si3N4= 7.8 on 

top of SiO2  
 Dual dielectric process –gives combined relative= 6  
 Electrically equivalent to thinner layer of SiO2, higher 

Cox  
MOS transistors self-isolating if regions between devices 
cannot be inverted by normal circuit voltages 

B. CMOS Current 

Current Flowing through CMOS is the Ids it generally 
depends on charge in channel and also on the moving speed 
of that charge. Channel Charge MOS structure looks like 
parallel plate capacitor while operating in inversion 

Qchannel = CV 
Where C = gate Capacitance =Cg 
Cg = ɛox WL/tox[10] 

V = (Vgc -Vds/2) - Vt 
Charge is carried out by the electron in the CMOS. 

Current flows in the opposite direction of the electron 
direction. If applying more positive supply on the source 
then numbers of electrons are increasing at that point and 
more compare to the drain. So there inversion layer created 
and value of electrons are low in drain show direction of 
electron flowing is from source to drain that’s why direction 
of current is from drain to source. Electric Field (E) is 
created because of current flowing between source and 
drain. And velocity is directly proportional to the Electric 
field 

V = µE 
V-I Characteristics shows the relation between the 

current and voltage. Value of the current depends upon the 
charge flowing in the region. Three different regions in 
which current flows those are Linear Region, Saturation 
Region and also the Cut off Region. 
Current in Linear Region 

  Ids = Qchannel /t 
Ids= µCoxW (Vgs – Vt – Vds/2) Vds /L 

  Ids = Ɓ(Vgs – Vt – Vds/2) Vds [10] 
      

  Where Ɓ = µCoxW/L 
Ids = 0      Vgs < Vt               Cut off 
Ids =Ɓ(Vgs – Vt – Vds/2) Vds Vds < Vdssat Linear 
Ids =Ɓ(Vgs – Vt – Vdssat/2) Vdssat Vds<Vdssat   saturation[10] 

III. UP CONVERSION OF FREQUENCY AND 
PARAMETERS 

Up conversion process is to up converter the 
frequency from given stage to requirement stage. At time of 
up conversion we have to take care of some parameters like 
IIP3, NF, Conversation Gain and many other parameters 
shown in this chapter.  

Up conversion has been done using the gilbert 
Mixer. In above chapters I have described the process of 
Mixer and how much the current flows from and transistor 
but all of them for the origin of the Gilbert Mixer and this 
one are also work like that and current flow is also same for 
like 6 NMOS but some process parameters which we have 
to check Designing a mixer to work within an Analog is not 
an easy task. Many different performance specifications 
must be calculated, based on the application. Some are 
intended for receive applications with a wide range of input 
signal levels, where maximum linearity under large signal 
conditions is often more critical than the noise figure. On the 
other hand, for transmit applications where the signal levels 
can be controlled, the design strategy shifts to tradeoffs 
between noise and distortion behavior to achieve the largest 
required dynamic range.  

Transmit mixer is used to illustrate many of the 
tasks required to design a quality Analog design. The 
application is an up conversion mixer intended for a base 
station transmitter power amplifier section. The design is 
based on a Gilbert cell MOSFET double-balanced 
differential mixer with an input IF signal centered at 1GHz 
and an output of 2.4 GHz. The example uses 022nnm 
MOSFETs with a default device model parameter set. For 
your application, you would substitute your own verified 
model. In earlier, the intrinsic mixer performance was 
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evaluated, and then the design was modified to improve 
conversion gain and image rejection by tuning the mixer 
output. Finally, a differential-to-single-ended converter was 
added to provide the proper interface to our output. 

A. Simulation of gilbert mixer at lower frequency 

The Gilbert Mixer is as shown in figure 3. In this case we 
are taking the IF frequency 100 KHz and the LO frequency 
is 1MHz. In every case LO frequency is always higher 
because we want to recover Our IF frequency into the Radio 
Frequency (RF). IF frequency at the transmitter side and RF 
Frequency is at the output side and got the output in this 
case I have taken the LO frequency Sinusoidal so noise and 
other parameters are affected too much in this section. 
While the calculation related to the parameters and another 
points which are affected during this process will showing 
letter 

In Fig. 4 we have RF which is modulated signal. In 
this our RF frequency is going upward while the difference 

 

Fig. 3: Gilbert Mixer [10] 
 

between the IF and LO be higher. We can send it to the our 
required place after using the Power amplifier 

 
Fig. 4: Output of IF at 100 KHz 

RF is very useful we can get all the variation of 
frequency while using RF. Which is shown in figure 4 RF 

frequency is 1MHz. Figure 4 is taken for the low frequency 
up conversion while we have to design the system which  is 
applicable for the all the frequency range. So I have 
designed same thing for the higher frequency which is 
shown below 

B. Simulation of gilbert mixer at Higher frequency  

In this case we are taking the Intermediate frequency (IF) 
100MHz and the LO frequency is 2.25GHz.The output 
frequency or radio Frequency (RF) of this mixer is 
2.25GHZ.  

Here two different Frequencies output is shown and 
the Gilbert Mixer is compatible for both the frequency.  
Here Given LO frequency is sinusoidal wave and IF is 
sinusoidal so output of Mixer is the radio frequency which is 
modulated signal but here noise presence is higher compare 
to pulse it’s the up converter of given frequency but with 
noise and we have to reduce noise 

Fig. 5 :Output of IF at 100MHz   

C. Simulation of gilbert mixer with Pulse LO frequency 

IF is our input frequency which I have taken 1GHz and LO 
frequency I have taken 3.4 GHz. So now two possibilities to 
out but higher frequency is rejected by the image rejection 
filter. And get out the required frequency 2.4GHz. 

Now two different types of frequencies are 
modulating one of them is the sinusoidal and another is 
pulse frequency. Using pulse frequency noise in our output 
side is much lesser compare to the sinusoidal.  So output this 
mixer is more proper as we want and no noise so 
conversation gain is also good and NF is also good. Here we 
are using 22nm technology which is the latest technology 
which is using mostly using in recent generation and chip 
designing in recent condition is 22nm. The output of this 
mixer is shown in figure 6. 

Figure 6. shows up converted frequency with pulse 
LO frequency. Output is also proper as we required now 
parameters which are described in next chapter 
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Fig. 6: Simulation with pulse LO 

D. W/L Calculation 

Width to Length ratio is necessary while designing circuit. 
Because of width to Length ratio its effect on the Drain 
Current. 

W= (gm2.L)/ (2.Kp.IDS) 
MOSFET WIDTH(W) LENGTH(L)  

 ⁄  
M1 110 22 5 
M2 110 22 5 
M3 110 22 5 
M4 110 22 5 
M5 220 22 10 
M6 220 22 10 

Table. 1: W/L Calculation 

E. ICMR 

ICMR (Input common mode range) is decides the range in 
which our circuit works properly and get the proper output 
in that range. 

Transistor is supposed to be in saturation for proper 
circuit operation. Input common mode voltage over which 
the input stage remain in the linear active region. 

 
Fig. 7: Waveform of ICMR 

The upper end limited by saturation of M1 M2 M3 and 
M4 and lower limited by saturation of M5 and M6.The 
graph is linear in the range of the input voltage (x-axis) of -
0.5v to 0.8v; hence its ICMR is from -0.5v to 0.8v 

F. Noise Margin 

Fig. 8: Noise Margin waveform 

Noise margin for CMOS chip is usually much 
greater than TTL because VOH min is closer to power supply 
and VOL max is nearer to zero. 

Noise margin is the amount of noise that a circuit 
can withstand. Noise margins are generally defined proper 
operation ensured by positive values, and negative margins 
result in compromised operation, or perhaps outright failure. 
Noise margin is the ratio by which the signal exceeds the 
minimum acceptable amount. It is normally measured 
in decibels. From Figure 8. Value of voltage and the noise 
margin reading are as below. 

VOH = 13mV, 
 VOL=-10mv, 
 VIH = 0.9v, 
 VIL= -0.9v 
  NMH = VOH – VIH  
    = 12.99mV = 0.129V 
   NML = VIL – VOL  
       = 10.001mV = 0.1V  

G. Power Dissipation 

Power dissipation occurring when device is in standby 
mode. As technology scales power dissipation becomes 
significant and also consideration for the Leakage power 
dissipation. 

• Components: 
– Reverse biased p-n junction 
– Sub threshold leakage 
– DIBL leakage 
– Channel punch through 
– GIDL Leakage 
– Narrow width effect 
– Oxide leakage 
– Hot carrier tunneling effect 

Power dissipation is unavoidable especially as 
technology scales down. Techniques must be devised to 
reduce power dissipation for better conversion. Techniques 
must be devised to accurately estimate the power 
dissipation. Estimation and modeling of the sources of 
power dissipation for simulation purposes. Power 
dissipation at each every node is different which is 
calculated in my dissertation. 
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From the readings,  
V (1) =   9.0000e-001 & i (Vcc) =  6.0003e-003. Therefore 

P = v*i = 9.0e-001 * 6.0e-003 = 54.0e-004 = 5.4mW 

H. Noise Figure 

 
Fig. 9: Noise Figure 

Noise figure (NF) is measures of degradation of the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR), caused by components in a radio 
frequency (RF) signal chain. It is a number by which the 
performance of a radio receiver can be specified. 
Noise Factor is the ratio of SNR input to SNR output. 

The noise figure is the difference in decibels (dB) 
between the SNR output and SNR input. 

NF = 10 log 10 (F) 
NF = 10 log 10 

    

    
 

Value of input SNR is -100dB and output SNR is -
100dB 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The thesis provides a comparative study of current 

techniques for up convert frequency. Up converting 
frequency is done by the gilbert mixer using the pulse wave 
in LO signal decrease noise and make more accurate than 
the sinusoidal. Technology is less than the 0.18µm so length 
is less because of this area also decreases. So due to less 
length value of width also deceases and we can vary the 
value of width to length ratio. Power dissipation is less 
compare to earlier. 
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